the lowest current density limits the total current density of the whole device. A strategy to maintain a high current density, even with thinner top cell absorber layers, is to introduce an intermediate reflector layer (IRL) made of microcrystalline silicon oxide (μc-SiO x :H) between the top and bottom cell [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . This additional layer has a lower refractive index compared with silicon and reflects a part of the incident light back into the top cell. Thereby, the current of the top cell and the bottom cell can be matched despite the reduced thickness of the a-Si:H top solar cell. A lot of study has been accomplished on the texture and thickness related effectiveness of an IRL. Detailed investigations have been made applying periodic [8] and randomly textured interfaces [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Some precise predictions on the impact of a thickness variation of the IRL on the top and bottom cell current focusing on the low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) ZnO:B texture are shown in [12] . While other groups focused on finding an optimal thickness of the IRL and its impact on light kept in the top cell, the emphasis in our contribution is on the impact of a large range of different textures applying only one single thickness for the IRL on all samples.
The correlation between solar cell topography and shortcircuit current density by investigating tandem silicon solar cells with and without IRL fabricated on eight different front textures is discussed. A series of electromagnetic simulations based on atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements of the interfaces taken from these devices after different stages of the production were also performed. The optical simulations over a wide wavelength range allow a detailed study of computed modified textures. They make it possible to go beyond experimental limitations and investigate parasitic losses that occur in tandem cell devices.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
All solar cells were fabricated using an RF-PECVD system (30 × 30 cm 2 ; 13.56 MHz) suitable for eight 5 × 10 cm 2 substrates. This way, the solar cells were processed at the same deposition conditions. The process gases used were silane (SiH 4 ) and hydrogen (H 2 ). For p-type layers, we used trimethylborane [B(CH 3 ) 3 ] and for the n-type material phosphine (PH 3 ) was added. CO 2 was used as an oxygen source for the n-type μc-SiO x :H intermediate reflector layer. The gases were applied to the process through a showerhead electrode. More details are given elsewhere [15] . The fabricated tandem cells contain a 300-nm-thick a-Si:H top cell and a 1500-nm-thick μc-Si:H bottom cell. They were prepared with and without an IRL made of n-type μc-SiO x :H (refractive index n = 2.5). The IRL is 70 nm thick. A schematic drawing of a tandem solar cell with IRL is shown in Fig. 1 . The types of employed transparent conductive oxides (TCO) front contacts are: sputtered ZnO:Al [16] , LPCVD ZnO:B from EPFL in Neuchâtel [17] and atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposition SnO 2 :F coated glass from Asahi Glass Company (AGC). Two different targets were used for the sputtered ZnO:Al containing 1% and 0.5% aluminum. Sputtered ZnO:Al substrates were etched in 0.5 w/w% HCl and 1 w/w% HF [18] with varied etching time. The autocorrelation length (ACL), a parameter to describe the lateral size of surface features, and the root mean square roughness (σ RMS ) are derived from AFM measurements. The details are shown in Table I .
The topographies of the samples at precisely the same spot were characterized by AFM after different stages of the fabrication process. The stages are shown in Fig. 1 . Those are: 1) at the front TCO, 2) after the deposition of the a-Si:H top cell, and 3) after the deposition of the μc-Si:H bottom cell. The AFM measurements were conducted with a Nanostation 300 SIS system with a resolution of 1024 × 1024 pixel for an area of 20 × 20 μm 2 . For the determination of the photovoltaic parameters and the external quantum efficiency (EQE), the solar cells were processed in a separate run. Solar cells deposited on ZnO front contacts included an additional p-type μc-Si:H contact layer, while the solar cells deposited on SnO 2 :F only contain a p-type a-SiC:H layer. J-V measurements were conducted in a class A sun simulator. EQE measurements were performed to calculate the top and bottom cell current density (J EQE,top , J EQE,bot ). The reflectance R was measured using a UV-VIS-NIR PerkinElmer photo spectrometer with integrating sphere.
The AFM data gained for each interface texture served as input parameter for the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations that solve Maxwell's equations rigorously. The FDTD method uses a home-built interface to the software package Meep [19] . The calculation domain has a lateral size of 4.3 × 4.3 μm 2 and the grid size is 10 nm. The simulations consider a planar incident electromagnetic wave at normal incidence and cover a spectrum from 500 to 1050 nm in 50-nm steps. The layer stack consists of a glass half space with a refractive index of 1.5, a front contact layer (TCO), an a-Si:H slab with a thickness of 300 nm, an IRL followed by a μc-Si:H slab with a thickness of 1500 nm, and a ZnO:Al/silver back reflector. Due to convergence purposes of the rigorous simulation, the silver was replaced by a perfect electric conductor. The optical constants of the front contact layers were assumed for all cases to be the ones of ZnO:Al. The refractive indices and absorption coefficients for the ZnO:Al, a-Si:H and μc-Si:H were determined by reflection/transmission measurements and photothermal deflection spectroscopy. The glass/ZnO:Al interface was assumed to be flat while all other interfaces were textured using topographies from AFM measurements for interlayer textures at positions i), ii) and iii). More details on the simulation method are given elsewhere [20] .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Effect of Interface Textures on Intermediate Reflector Layer Performance
AFM scans were performed on every TCO at three positions in the tandem solar cell. The evolution of the topography from the front to the bottom texture for type A, C, F, and G TCO is shown in Fig. 2 as an example.
The type A TCO represents a state-of-the-art sputter-etched single-textured ZnO:Al with crater-like features. In general, the topography is relatively flat and contains large features. Type B TCO, with AFM data not shown, reveals a slightly steeper crater like structure compared with type A. In addition, the ACL is significantly smaller (470 nm). Type C TCO, on the other hand, is a sputter-etched double-textured ZnO:Al with enhanced light scattering properties [21] . Here, an additional HF etching step for 20 s was performed subsequently after the that the surface topography of the growth model described in [22] sufficiently matches the measured topography after the aSi:H growth. A nonconformal growth is observed, while the morphology of the back side shows additional substructures that occurs with a μc-Si:H growth [see Fig. 2 , position iii)]. As a parameter for the texture ACL and root mean square roughness (σ RMS ) are derived from these AFM data.
In Table II , the photovoltaic parameters of tandem cells with and without IRL deposited on various front textures are listed. In addition, J EQE,top and J EQE,bot from EQE measurements are presented. It is seen that the top and the bottom cell current densities show large differences when comparing solar cells deposited on different front textures. This is driven by a different light scattering of incident light at each texture. The efficiencies of the tandem cells vary from 8.3% for flat ZnO:Al (type H) to 11.8% for ZnO:B (type F). With exception of the flat front contact (type H), the tandem cells are limited by the top cell, and therefore, the introduction of an IRL leads to an improvement of efficiencies. In Fig. 3(a) and (b), the EQE and absorptance (1-R) of tandem solar cells deposited on type A and type C TCO are compared as an example of poor and high IRL performance.
The increase of generated charge carriers in the top cell (J EQE,top -gain) and the decrease in the bottom cell (J EQE,botloss) strongly depend on the type of front texture. With IRL, the J EQE,top of the solar cell deposited on type A TCO was increased by 0.6 mA/cm 2 , while the J EQE,bot was decreased by 1.9 mA/cm 2 . In contrast, J EQE,top for a solar cell deposited on type C TCO was increased by 1.1 mA/cm 2 , and J EQE,bot was decreased by 1.6 mA/cm 2 . The additional cell reflectance due to an IRL is more pronounced for tandem cells deposited on type A compared with type C TCO. Furthermore, it is supposed that a part of the light, which is reflected back into the top cell and not been fully absorbed in the silicon, might be absorbed in the TCO when passing it for the second time. This effect also seems to be larger in the case of type A TCO when comparing the discrepancy between the cell reflectance and the total EQE. The pronounced interference effects seen for type A are reduced in the case of the double-textured ZnO:Al (type C).
ΔJ EQE indicates parasitic loss due to an additional IRL. It is defined as the difference of the total current density between a tandem solar cell with and without an IRL and amounts to -1.3 mA/cm 2 in the case of type A and -0.5 mA/cm 2 for type C TCO. Altogether, these parameters describe the effectiveness of an IRL. Fig. 4 (a) shows the correlation between the current improvement in the top cell (J EQE,top -gain) versus the ACL of various TCO front textures. It is seen that especially small ACLs of textured TCOs are linked to large improvements. In Fig. 4(b) , EQE results of tandem solar cells with IRL deposited on various TCOs compared with solar cells without IRL are presented. The J EQE,top -gain is plotted against the reduction of the bottom cell current density (J EQE,bot -loss). Constant ΔJ EQE (ΔJ EQE = J EQE,top -gain + J EQE,bot -loss) values are included as diagonal lines. It is seen that the IRL effectiveness for tandem solar cells deposited on type C TCO (double textured) is by far the highest compared with all other textures. The highest efficiencies, as well as the highest total currents, are found for type F TCO, closely followed by type C. Even though type C TCO showed a higher effectiveness of the IRL, it has been outperformed in terms of top and bottom cell current densities for both cases, with and without an IRL. Nevertheless, it has been shown that its texture makes it possible to improve the ΔJ EQE significantly, which is attributed to the small and very steep craters created by an HF etching step. For types D and E (large craters), J EQE,bot is strongly reduced without being able to improve the top current density significantly. It is shown that a front texture with 200 nm < ACL < 500 nm reveals a high IRL effectiveness. This is in agreement with [10] , where small ACLs have been found to be favorable.
B. Finite-Difference Time-Domain Simulation
The most effective solar cells were deposited on textures C, F and G. They show σ RMS and ACL values within a certain range. Thus, to achieve a deeper understanding on the individual impact of structure type and feature size on the effectiveness of the IRL, 3-D electromagnetic simulations were carried out. The simulations allow using modified textures with adjusted ACL, feature height and consequently the feature steepness. That makes it possible to overcome the experimental limits by the texturing process. For validation, the EQE derived from simulations based on the interface textures of type F TCO (LPCVD ZnO:B) are presented exemplarily in Fig. 5 . The comparison with measured EQE of solar cells deposited on the same front texture shows a higher EQE for the top cell, although for the bottom cell, the simulated EQE is lower. The effect of the intermediate reflector, maintaining light in the top cell and therefore, reducing the current of the bottom cell, has been successfully reproduced by simulations.
Further, we also carried out simulations on tandem solar cells based on the measured interlayers of type A, C and G TCO. These front textures have been shown to perform in a diverse way and are widely used in research and industry. The results of improvement of J EQE,top and reduction of J EQE,bot due to the introduction of an IRL are shown in Fig. 6 .
In general, simulated and measured solar cells show similar trends in terms of the J EQE,top -gain and the J EQE,bot -loss. For J EQE,top -gain of solar cells on type A and for J EQE,bot -loss of type C TCO the agreement is excellent. A few differences for bottom solar cells on type F and G are seen. In this series of simulations, the difference of the TCO material was not considered. As the TCOs vary not just by texture but also by thickness and refractive index, simulations were carried out holding theses parameters constant and just varying the surface texture. In all simulations, the optical data of ZnO:Al (1%) were used, such that an influence of the TCO material can be seen as a source of error to explain the mismatch between experiment and simulation. Nevertheless, comparing simulated with measured EQEs of solar cells shows a sufficiently reliable agreement for various textures.
In the next step, solar cells on a series of artificially stretched textures based on measured SnO 2 :F texture (type G) [see Fig. 7 (a) ] are simulated. Type G texture was chosen, because tandem cells deposited on top of this TCO show a satisfactory J EQE,top − gain, but also a high J EQE,bot − loss. The impact of a stretching of the height of a texture was already previously investigated [13] , where the focus was the impact on the improvements in the top cell current. The effects on the bottom current have not been examined before and are presented in the following as simulated EQEs.
The differently modified textures are shown in a schematic drawing in Fig. 7 (b) . They consist of a lateral stretching (xy-stretching), a stretching in three dimensions (xyz-stretching), and a stretching only of the height (z-stretching). The xystretching was implemented in a way that the ACL of the modified type G texture is equal to ZnO:B (type F). xyz-stretching results in a simply enlarged version of type G texture with the same ACL and height compared with type F TCO. The third modification is a stretching of height by a factor of 1.5. These modifications allow studying the impact of the lateral structure size and the steepness on the effectiveness of an IRL individually. That way, findings can contribute to the designing of optimized textures for intermediate reflectors.
The stretching was carried out for measurements of the texture at positions i) and iii). For position ii), we applied the nonconformal growth model described in [22] on the stretched texture from position i). Results of the simulated EQEs of tandem cells with IRL by FDTD for stretching modifications of type G TCO are shown in Fig. 8(a) . Very pronounced effects are observed in the bottom cells. The xy-stretching causes a flattening of the texture and leads to a decrease of bottom cell EQE compared with the original texture of type G TCO. The xyz-stretching, however, improves the EQE in the bottom cell, which is due to a better scattering of light at larger wavelengths. Finally, the most pronounced effects are observed for the z-stretched texture. Top and bottom cell EQEs on this modification of type G TCO are increased and even exceed the EQEs of solar cells deposited on type F TCO (ZnO:B). The improvements compared with unmodified type G TCO in terms of short-circuit current density are presented in Fig. 6 . The simulated solar cell reflectance is shown in Fig. 8(b) . As compared with the EQE, a strong dependence between the modified structures and the optical effects is seen. In the same way as the EQE is increased for the z-stretched structures, a strong decrease of the reflectance is observed. In turn, the flattened xy-stretched structures show an enhanced cell reflectance, which is also congruent to the EQE results. In early studies, it has already been predicted that the total current is correlated to the cell reflection [11] , while the influence to the bottom current losses are not correlated to the variation of the texture. Experimental and simulated data shown in Figs. 4(b) and 8 indicate that parasitic reflection of light from the IRL out of the solar cell is mainly responsible for the loss of bottom cell current, when comparing tandem cells with and without IRL. In this respect, the steepness of the texture is the most relevant measure. The same effect is found for the experimental data.
In Fig. 9(a) , ΔJ EQE is shown as a function of mean angle from the angular distribution derived from AFM data. It reveals that ΔJ EQE , a parameter to describe the loss caused by the IRL, is improved with larger structure angles. It should be mentioned that the limiting AFM resolutions could not resolve the very small and steep craters in double-textured ZnO:Al (type C) fully and therefore, the true mean angle value of type C might be larger than displayed in the graph. In Fig. 9(b) , the dependence between ΔJ EQE and ΔR 500−1100 nm , the difference between cell reflectance of tandem cells with and without IRL for a wavelength range from 500 to 1100 nm is shown. A linear correlation for textured TCO types A-G is observed. Type C TCO, the texture with the lowest ΔJ EQE also shows almost no additional reflection when an IRL is introduced. Accordingly, textures with high ΔJ EQE also reveal large values for ΔR 500−1100 nm . High losses found for solar cells deposited on flatter textures reveal large parasitic reflection by introducing an IRL. This is due to the increased amount of light, which is reflected in an angle smaller than the angle of total reflection and, therefore, is not trapped within the solar cell.
To distinguish the reflection effects caused by the IRL and the back reflector, transmittance after the top cell and IRL are simulated for the case in which the bottom cell is substituted by a silicon half-space (see Fig. 10 ). Here, the transmittance agrees with the EQE. It shows that the effect of the reduced EQE is in fact due to reflection losses from the IRL and not from the back reflector.
In this contribution, we have found that a higher steepness will lead to a higher effectiveness of the IRL. At the same time, very steep structures might be companioned with a decrease of voltage. The V oc for solar cells deposited on type C TCO reveals the lowest value compared with other textures. A smoothing of the IRL would be beneficial to the V oc and FF, as seen in [23] , and a tradeoff between optical and electrical effects has to be taken into account.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this contribution, we have investigated the interplay between the TCO topography and the performance of the intermediate reflector in thin-film silicon tandem solar cells. Differences in terms of morphology, light scattering, and effectiveness of the IRL were observed. Experimental results show that the best performances were achieved with front textures with an ACL between 200 and 500 nm. The best IRL performance was found for double-textured ZnO:Al. Compared with singletextured ZnO:Al, the ACL is smaller, and the feature steepness is higher. A reduced cell reflectance improves the effectiveness of IRL, as well as the conversion efficiency of the solar cell.
Three-dimensional electromagnetic simulations reproduced the EQE of tandem solar cells and rendered possible the investigation of systematically modified structures, i.e., the steepening of the texture shows an enhancement of top cell current and a significant reduction of current loss in the bottom cell after application of the IRL layer in tandem solar cells. This is linked to a reduction of parasitic reflection. We have shown that for the design of an optimized texture, steeper structures are preferred in terms of light management for both subcells in tandem solar cells.
